REN FRACTURE IS PROUD TO PRESENT

STRANGE DEFINITION

Can cats see ghosts?

What is causing headaches in outer space?

7 DAYS AND WHAT TO DO WITH THEM.

THE POWER OF DEATH WAILS

Was the movie The Ring based on true events?
IF YOU'RE NOT SCREAMING
IT'S NOT WORKING

LOVECRAFT
INSTANT COFFEE

ABOUT
LOVECRAFT INSTANT COFFEE IS
HAND CRAFTED BY ELDritch
Horrors FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT

BEYOND SPACE AND TIME
Astronauts mostly said the symptoms were "exploding" or "feeling heavy".

(Source - nasa.com)

Carbon dioxide levels in the air on the International Space Station are higher than on Earth. The air cleaning system is limited in artificial atmosphere.

Scientists believe this may be causing "space headaches" in astronauts aboard the I.S.S.!!
The myth that cats can sense ghosts and other paranormal phenomena has been in existence for **THOUSANDS OF YEARS**.

**CAN CATS ACCESS REALMS BEYOND OUR PERCEPTION?**

**SCIENCE HASN'T PROVEN THAT CATS CAN'T SEE GHOSTS.**

**MR. MITTENS WOULD JUST STARE OFF. AT FIRST, I THOUGHT HE WAS WATCHING DUST MOTES IN THE AIR, BUT NOW, I WONDER.**

--CAT OWNER

**CAN CATS HELP EXORCISTS TRAVEL TO HELL?**

"CATS ARE GOOD. HALF IN, HALF OUT ANYWAY." --CONSTANTINE
Can Cats See Ghosts?

Cats have a tapetum lucidum, a reflective layer behind the retina that sends light that passes through the retina back into the eye. This improves the ability to see in the dark, and possibly see ethereal beings such as orbs, ghosts, and echos.

"When kitties appear to be staring into space, they may actually be detecting some subtle motion. Their vision is much more acute than ours," veterinarian Rachel Barrack of Animal Acupuncture.

(Source: AnimalPlanetStories.com)
EVERYDAY IS WEDNESDAY EVERYDAY IS WEDNESDAY EVERYDAY IS WEDNESDAY...
The Ring is a story about a girl with psychic power, Sadako, who was thrown down a well. When people watch a cursed VHS tape, they receive a phone call that they will die in 7 days. She Crawls out of the well and scares that person to death. The story was adapted from Kôji Suzuki's novel Ring (リング) to film in Japan and later, America.

The story may be based on the kabuki play Bancho Sarayashiki, a story involving Okiku, a maid at the castle of Japanese samurai Tessan Aoyama. The castle, Himeji Castle, is located in Western Japan.

The samurai wanted to seduce the girl, but she rejected him. In retaliation, Aoyama hides one of ten valuable gold plates. He threatened Okiku that he would tell everyone she stole the plate. The punishment would be torture and execution unless she agreed to be his mistress. Okiku threw herself down the castle's well, she believed there was no other way out. In another version, the samurai threw her down the well.

Okiku's ghost came out of the well at night. She counted from one to nine. Sobbing and screaming could be heard. Aoyama went insane from the haunting.

In depictions of Okiku, she has long flowing black hair like Sadako/Samara.

SOURCES: kabuki21.com, artelino.com

"Okiku's Well," can still be found outside Himeji Castle

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE GIRL IN THE RING

- Japanese version: Sadako Yamamura (山村 貞子 Yamamura Sadako) was born in 1947 and is from Oshima Island (伊豆大島 Izu-ōshima), Japan.
- American version: Samara Morgan was born in 1970 and is from Sacramento Valley, Washington, United States of America.
I'd probably cash out my 401K and spend it all on booze and chicks.
- Chris S

I'd probably put the video up on a Snapchat.
- Nikie L

Knock the fuck out so it goes by faster, or just party my brains out. Definitely wouldn't go to work.
- Dexter

Ha! I refuse to watch the Ring. I'm not sure... go to the beach?
- Pamela C

I would probably be calling all of my witchy friends and get them to help me figure out how to break the curse. Go down fighting. I would also tell my immediate family just in case I did die, so they wouldn't think I committed suicide or something. When I wasn't trying to break the curse I would be spending a lot of time with my wife and cats, and eating as much food as I wanted, because you can't eat when you are dead. I think everything I wanted to accomplish would not really be a priority in a week, either I have already done it or I would need more time to even try.
- Rachael W

Not sure, but I would definitely skip all my classes. I'd pawn the monster off on someone else or figure out how to kill it.
- Maggie H

I would spend my 7 days trying to solve the problem. See what happens if you edit extra scenes into the video. I wonder how Samara would react to 30 extra minutes of dick pics in the middle of her movie.
- John M

Write letters to all the people... and express all my unspoken thoughts.
- Anitha
Suggested strategies:
Anything that says "target creature" should be read as "destroy target creature."

You must maintain a very political environment or every other player will blast Horobi off the map the moment you cast him - Horobi doesn't win with random destruction. He wins with very precisely negotiated destruction at the moment that most benefits you.

As a Commander, Horobi, Death's Wall is a total bastard. Once he enters the battlefield, the nature of the game changes completely. Otherwise fairly useless cards, such as Oasis or Squee's Toy are suddenly elevated to "kill on demand."

Cauldron of Souls changes from "My stuff is hard to kill" directly into "Your stuff is incredibly easy to kill. At instant speed. Every turn. For zero mana."

2BB - Legendary Spirit Flying Whenever a creature becomes the target of a spell or ability, destroy that creature.
VAMPIRE QUIZ

1. WHO WAS THE VAMPIRE LEADER IN THE LOST BOYS?
   1. David
   2. Marko
   3. Max

2. IN INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE, WHAT IS IT FORBIDDEN FOR VAMPIRES TO DO?
   1. Make vampire slaves
   2. Make children vampires
   3. Drink animal blood

3. HOW DOES THE COUNTESS KEEP YOUNG IN ONCE BITTEN?
   1. Drink virgin male blood once on Halloween
   2. Drink virgin male blood 3x a by Halloween
   3. Drink virgin male blood every 10 years on a full moon

4. WHO WAS THE VAMPIRE IN NOSFERATU?
   1. Count Orlok
   2. Renfield
   3. Van Helsing

5. IN MY BEST FRIEND IS A VAMPIRE, HOW DOES JEREMY BECOME A VAMPIRE?
   1. Bitten by classmate, Darla Blake
   2. Bitten by a woman he delivers groceries to, Nora
   3. Bitten by Modoc’s female consorts

   1. Berlin, Germany
   2. Heligoland, Norway
   3. Czechoslovakia

VAMPIRE QUIZ ANSWERS

COUNT ORLOK, 5. BITTEN BY NORA, A WOMAN HE DELIVERS GROCERIES TO, 6. HELIGOLAND, NORWAY.
1. MAX, 2. MAKE CHILDREN VAMPIRES, 3. DRINK VIRGIN MALE BLOOD 3X BY HALLOWEEN.
The worms will live in every host
It's hard to pick which one they eat the most

-Marilyn Manson
There is Evil in the Wood.
COLOR THE NETHER SEERER. CUT ALONG THE DOTTED LINES AND HANG UP AS A MINI POSTER.
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